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Document Summary 
This document defines the components of a Conexxus standard and provides guidance 
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Copyright Statement 
Copyright © CONEXXUS, INC. 2014-2021, All Rights Reserved. 

Conexxus members may use this document for purposes consistent with the 
adoption of the Conexxus Standard (and/or the related documentation); however, 
Conexxus must pre-approve any inconsistent uses in writing. 

Conexxus recognizes that a Member may wish to create a derivative work that 
comments on, or otherwise explains or assists in implementation, including citing 
or referring to the standard, specification, protocol, schema, or guideline, in whole 
or in part.  The Member may do so, but may share such derivative work ONLY with 
another Conexxus Member who possesses appropriate document rights (i.e., Gold 
or Silver Members) or with an entity that is a direct contractor of the Conexxus 
Member who is responsible for implementing the standard for the Member.  In so 
doing, a Conexxus Member should require its development partners to download 
Conexxus documents and schemas directly from the Conexxus website.  A 
Conexxus Member may not furnish this document in any form, along with any 
derivative works, to non-members of Conexxus or to Conexxus Members who do 
not possess document rights (i.e., Bronze Members) or who are not direct 
contractors of the Member.  A Member may demonstrate its Conexxus membership 
at a level that includes document rights by presenting an unexpired digitally 
signed Conexxus membership certificate. 

This document may not be modified in any way, including removal of the copyright 
notice or references to Conexxus. However, a Member has the right to make draft 
changes to schema for trial use before submission to Conexxus for consideration to 
be included in the existing standard.  Translations of this document into languages 
other than English shall continue to reflect the Conexxus copyright notice. 

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by 
Conexxus, Inc. or its successors or assigns, except in the circumstance where an 
entity, who is no longer a member in good standing but who rightfully obtained 
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Conexxus Standards as a former member, is acquired by a non-member entity.  In 
such circumstances, Conexxus may revoke the grant of limited permissions or 
require the acquiring entity to establish rightful access to Conexxus Standards 
through membership. 

Disclaimers 
Conexxus makes no warranty, express or implied, about, nor does it assume any legal 
liability or responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, product, or process described in these materials, even if such liability was 
disclosed to Conexxus or was foreseeable.  Although Conexxus uses commercially 
reasonable best efforts to ensure this work product is free of any encumbrances from 
third-party intellectual property rights (IPR), it cannot guarantee that such IPR does not 
exist now or in the future.  Conexxus further notifies each user of this standard that its 
individual method of implementation may result in infringement of the IPR of others.  
Accordingly, each user is encouraged to seek legal advice from competent counsel to 
carefully review its implementation of this standard and obtain appropriate licenses 
where needed. 
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1 Introduction 
A standard is an agreed upon way of doing a task that provides for repeatability and 
consistency.  Standards are captured through a published document (or a collection of 
published documents) that contain technical specifications and other information 
necessary to implement the standard.  This guide describes the recommended 
deliverables for Conexxus standards.  The intended audiences for this guide are 
Conexxus working committees that are developing standards. 

2 Standards Components 
For Conexxus standards, the following items make up the published documentation 
comprising the standard. 

2.1 Abstract 
An abstract provides summary information which allows the reader to understand the 
purpose and scope of the specification.  It is intended to be used by both Conexxus 
members and non-members to determine if the specification is applicable. 

2.2 Business Requirements Document 
A business requirements document is a text document that captures the business 
requirements of an application or system in an accurate and unambiguous way.  This 
document should attempt to completely describe all requirements and do so in a 
technology independent way.  The intended audiences are the business owners of the 
proposed system as well as standards developers.  To ensure that a business owner can 
verify that all requirements are captured completely and accurately, the scope of the 
technical details should be limited to the typical knowledge level of the business owner.  
A business requirements document should be written using the Conexxus Business 
Requirements Template. 

2.3 Use Cases 
A set of use case documents provide an external view of the system, helping us to 
understand functional requirements.  Use cases are commonly classified as system use 
cases or business use cases.  System use cases describe an interaction with a system 
(software).  Business use cases describe how a business reacts to a customer or event.  
Relevant use cases of either type should be created and documented using the Conexxus 
Use Case Template.  Use cases should be sufficiently explored to fully document 
alternatives to the main success scenario.  Brainstorming through each use case, asking 
the questions “How could this go differently?” and “What could go wrong?” will identify 
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additional scenarios.  Intended audiences for these documents include business owners, 
standards developers, and implementers of standards. 

Use cases are a proven effective method for communicating specific flows and 
requirements among stakeholders, even if those stakeholders are not technicians. 

2.4 Process Documents 
While a process deliverable is required, the form of the documentation will depend on 
the standard.  One or more of the following should be created as applicable.   

The preferred way to create diagrams is to use PlantUML, an open source tool that can 
create a variety of diagrams.  More information about using this tool, along with a 
sample template and skin parameter file for output format can be found where you 
downloaded this document.  Other tools for diagram creation may be used, provided 
they are either open source or commonly used (e.g., Visio). 

2.4.1 Business Process Flow Diagram 
A business process flow diagram provides a graphical overview of a business process.  
Using a modified flow-charting method, a business process flow diagram captures the 
sequence and interaction in an easy-to-understand manner.  The intended audiences are 
the business stakeholders as well as the standards developer.  This diagram allows both 
parties to understand the process from a high-level point of view.  Business process flow 
diagrams should be documented using the Conexxus Process Document Template. 

2.4.2 State Diagram 
A state diagram is a technical document that captures the way a software and hardware 
system moves from one state (or mode) to another state based on various internal or 
external events and interactions.  This graphical representation is intended to provide a 
finite number of modes of operation and show all factors that affect changes from one 
mode to another during system operation.  Intended audiences for state diagram 
documents are standards implementers.  State diagrams should be documented using 
the Conexxus Process Document Template. 

2.4.3 Sequence Diagram 
A sequence diagram is a technical document that graphically describes how objects or 
processes interact with each other.  Sequence diagrams may utilize use cases as starting 
points.  Each sequence diagram typically captures a single scenario.  Additional 
sequence diagrams should be created to capture alternate flows and scenarios.  Intended 
audiences for sequence diagrams are standard implementers.  Sequence diagrams 
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should be included in and documented using the Conexxus Process Document 
Template.   

2.5 Schemas  
Schemas are technical documents that capture the data that is passed back and forth 
between systems, processes, or objects.  Typically, the schemas are the most critical 
piece of the standard.  Intended audiences for the schemas are the standards 
implementers.   

For XML-based standards, annotated XML schemas are required.  An annotated 
schema should be provided consistent with the Conexxus Design Rules for XML.   

For API-based standards, OAS3.0 API definition files (ADF) are required.  The ADF 
lists resources, methods allowed on those resources, and responses to be expected on 
executing those methods.  ADF files must  be provided consistent with the “Open 
Retailing Design Rules for APIs OAS3.0.” 

In addition, JSON schema files (also defined in OAS3.0) defining the domain objects are 
required.  JSON schema files (as well as JSON schema definitions which appear inside 
ADF files) must be provided consistent with the “Open Retailing Design Rules for 
JSON.” 

2.6 Schema Documentation 
Schemas in native format can be difficult to read and navigate for someone who does 
not have sophisticated design tools and/or viewers.  Alternative documentation allows 
someone to evaluate and walk through the schema without the need for such tools.  

For XML-based standards,  a hyperlinked PDF documentation of the schema should 
be provided using the Schema Documentation Template. 

For API-based standards, redoc files (in HTML format) generated from the ADF are 
required.   

2.7 Example Files 
Example files provide standards implementers with a reference on how to use the 
published schemas and provide a data set against which to test.  It should should be 
provided not only a typical data set, but also for any unusual elements, attributes, or 
properties.   

For XML-based standards, sample XML documents should be included.  
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For API-based standards, sample JSON documents for requests and responses must 
be included. 

2.8 Example Stylesheet 
For XML-based standards, an example stylesheet may be included.  A stylesheet 
may be used to transform an xml document into a more human friendly form (i.e., 
HTML which can be viewed in a browser), providing a visual way to represent the data.  
Business stakeholders and other interested parties may use the stylesheet output to 
review the data to ensure it is complete and captures all requirements.   

2.9 Validation Stylesheet 
For XML-based standards, a validation stylesheet may be included.  This stylesheet 
is used to validate expectations that cannot be enforced via the schema itself.  Using 
xpath statements, it provides consistency checks that validate totals, verify data 
integrity, and check elements against other related elements.  Encapsulating tests into 
the xslt, the stylesheet will output a list of tests, providing a pass/fail result for each.  If 
the test fails, a snippet of the offending xml would be printed for trouble shooting 
purposes.  This stylesheet ensures that an xml document meets all the data 
requirements, rather than simply conforming to the schema. 

2.10 Implementation Guide 
An implementation guide provides information not captured in any of the other 
documents.  It provides an overview of the standard and captures any observations, 
rationale, and theory behind the standard.  It may describe one or more of the following 
items in detail: 

• Architecture 
• Protocol 
• Data Model 
• Entity Relationship Diagram 
• Data Specification (including use of +/- signs, credits, adjustments and 

discounts) 
• Implementation details including reporting and operating recommendations. 
• Explanations that would help a developer implement the specification 
• Glossary of Terms 

This document is used by standards implementers to help in understanding how to 
implement and use the standard.  It is also a good place for committees to capture any 
knowledge or reasons behind decisions, which may be lost otherwise. 
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2.10.1 Security Considerations  
Within the implementation guide section “Security Considerations,” a reference to the 
“Technical Security Considerations” document should be made and a hyperlink 
provided in the normative references.  Additional security considerations unique to a 
particular specification may also be included.   

For API-based standards, a reference to “Open Retailing API Implementation 
Guide:  Security” should also be included.   

To ensure the implementer is always downloading the latest version(s) of the security 
document(s), the document itself should not be included in the specification or included 
in the documentation matrix. 

2.11 Threat Model 
For API-based standards, a threat model is the basis for accessing and documenting 
the security risks associated with an API.  explains security considerations.  The threat 
model template for designers is to be used and filled in by the designer of the API 
(normally a Working Group or a Committee.)  The designer is also expected to create an 
actual "Threat Model Diagram" to be embedded in the document.  The diagram 
highlights assets, flows, and domains.   

A secondary threat model template for implementers is available.  This document would 
normally be filled in by the by the implementer (i.e., a software supplier either 
presenting or consuming an API).  The finished document will remain the property of 
the implementer, and not be included as part of the standard. 

2.12 Documentation Matrix 
For all releases, a documentation matrix is required.  The matrix is a list of the 
individual documents and files that are included in the standard, along with their 
individual versions.  Files within a standard do not have to be at the same version, see 
Section 3 Versioning for additional information. 

2.13 Release Notes 
For all releases except the initial version, release notes are required and provide detailed 
information of what has been added or changed.  This allows implementers to easily 
identify changes or new functionality that should be taken into account for future 
development. 
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3 Versioning 
The versioning of the documents that make up the standard are not tightly coupled with 
each other, meaning that documents do not have to share the same version number.  
However, any time a document or schema is updated, all related and supporting 
documentation should be reviewed to determine if they also should be updated.   

All Conexxus documents will be versioned as M.m.r  (1.1.5 for example), where M 
indicates the major release version, m indicates the minor release version, and r 
indicates a point release version.  If “r” is zero, the version may be truncated to M.M (1.0 
for example).  Major versions contain substantial changes to architecture, fundamental 
concepts, or core components.  Minor version changes contain updates that preserve 
backwards compatibility.  Revisions modify annotations, correct errata, or change other 
non-critical information, again preserving backwards compatibility.  A document or 
schema is considered backwards compatible when anything valid under the prior 
version is still valid under the later version.  Individual document guidelines and/or 
templates should provide additional information on versioning if applicable.   

Note: any OAS 3.0 (“yaml”) files must have all 3 (M.m.r), e.g,. 1.0.0 or 1.5.1. 
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4 Projects 
In some documents, a project must be selected from a drop-down menu.  If a suitable 
project is not available on the menu, please contact Conexxus. 

5 Categories 
In some documents, a category must be selected from a drop-down menu.  If a suitable 
category is not available on the menu, please contact Conexxus. 

6 Standard Component List 
In summary, the following table illustrates the individual documents and files that make 
up a standard, along with the expected file format at release. 

File/Document XML-Based Standard API-Based Standard 
Abstract Required (pdf) Required (pdf) 
Business Requirements Required (pdf) Required (pdf) 
Use Cases Required (pdf) Required (pdf) 
Process Documents (Process 
Flow, State Diagram, and/or 
Sequence Diagrams) 

At least one required (pdf) At least one required (pdf) 

Schema Required (XML) Required (ADF, JSON) 
Schema Documentation Required (pdf) Required (redoc) 
Example Files Encouraged (XML) Required (pdf) 
Example Stylesheet Optional (XSLT)  

Validation Stylesheet Optional (XSLT)  

Implementation Guide Required (pdf) Required (pdf)  
Threat Model (Designer)  Required (pdf) 
Documentation Matrix Required (pdf) Required (pdf) 
Release Notes Required (pdf) Required (pdf) 
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